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ABSTRACT

The salt transport by the wind-driven gyres and the meridional overturning circulation (MOC) is studied in

an idealized-geometry primitive equation ocean model. Two narrow continents, running along meridians,

divide themodel domain into two basins of different widths connected by a re-entrant channel south of 52.58S.
One of the continents, representing the Americas, is longer than the other, representing Europe/Africa. Two

different configurations of the model are used: the ‘‘standard’’ one, in which the short continent is west of the

wide basin, and the ‘‘exchanged’’ one, in which the short continent is west of the narrow basin. In both cases,

deep water is formed in the basin to the west of the short continent. Most residual transport of the MOC’s

upper branch enters this basin by flowing along open streamlines that pass westward south of the short

continent before proceeding northward. The meridional salt transport in the upper ocean of the sinking basin

is decomposed into two portions: transport along open streamlines and transport by closed streamlines

(gyres). In the Northern Hemisphere of the basin in which deep water is formed, the total northward salt

transport per unit width along open streamlines is larger in the standard configuration than in the exchanged

configuration. This larger salt transport is caused by two factors: a larger northward advection of salt by the

interbasin transport and a larger cross-streamline salt transport out of the subpolar gyre. It is concluded that

increasing interbasin flow south of Africa would likely bring more salt into the Atlantic Ocean.

1. Introduction

The global meridional overturning circulation (MOC)

is a key component of Earth’s climate system, trans-

porting heat northward at all latitudes in the Atlantic

Ocean and regulating ocean uptake of carbon dioxide.

In the current regime, Antarctic Intermediate Water

(AAIW) is transported northward out of the Southern

Ocean in the upper ocean. This AAIW contributes to

deep-water formation in the North Atlantic, which is

enabled by the high salinity (and density) there. North

Atlantic DeepWater then spreads southward across the

whole ocean and upwells in the Southern Ocean and

Indo-Pacific Oceans, closing theMOC loop by returning

to the North Atlantic as intermediate water (Lumpkin

and Speer 2007). The return flow follows three path-

ways: the cold route via Drake Passage (Rintoul

1991), the warm route via the Indonesian Throughflow

(ITF) (Gordon 1985), and the Tasman leakage (Speich

et al. 2002).Water from the Tasman leakage and the ITF

flows westward south of Africa, transporting warm salty

water into the Atlantic via the Agulhas leakage, and

reinforcing Atlantic sinking (Reid 1961; Gordon 1986;

Nilsson et al. 2013). A supergyre spans the Atlantic,

Indian, and Pacific Oceans, with western boundary

currents in the Atlantic and Indian sectors (Speich et al.

2002; Ridgway and Dunn 2007). The cold route, the

warm route, the Tasman leakage, the supergyre, and the

Antarctic Circumpolar Current all exchange salt be-

tween the Atlantic and Indo-Pacific sectors. The parti-

tion of transport between the warm and cold routes is not

well established because it is difficult to distinguish the

interbasin flow through the SouthernOcean from the large

Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) transport (Rintoul

1991). The goal of this paper is to understand the partition

of salt transport among various components of the in-

terbasin salt exchange.
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Observations suggest that the MOC transports salt

into the Atlantic basin (Garzoli et al. 2013), possibly

reinforcing deep-water formation in the North Atlantic

(Rahmstorf 1996). In Cessi and Jones (2017) and Jones

and Cessi (2017), we investigated how ocean basin ge-

ometry influences the location of deep-water formation.

These papers used an ocean-only idealized model in

which two narrow continents, running along meridians,

divide the domain into two basins of different widths

connected by a re-entrant channel south of 52.58S. At

the surface, this model is forced with a zonally uniform

wind stress, temperature relaxation, and freshwater flux.

The basin where deep water is formed (the sinking

basin) represents the Atlantic and the other basin (the

nonsinking basin) represents the Indo-Pacific. The in-

terbasin transport returns upwelled water from the

Indo-Pacific to the Atlantic. In this idealized model,

when both continents end south of the zero wind stress

curl line (which is at about 428S), all of the interbasin

transport follows the cold route, flowing into the sinking

basin from the west. When both continents are the same

length, there is a preference for narrow-basin sinking

despite zonally uniform surface forcing. This preference

is caused by the weaker subpolar gyre in the narrow

basin, which allows the MOC’s upper branch to trans-

port salt northwardmore efficiently into the region where

deep water is formed (Jones and Cessi 2017).

In addition to the preference for narrow-basin sinking,

if one continent ends north of the zero wind stress curl

line there is a preference for deep-water formation in

the basin with the short eastern boundary. When the

shorter continent ends at 218S, the effect of continent

length overwhelms the effect of basin width. All of the

interbasin transport flows westward south of the shorter

continent, proceeding northward into the sinking basin

(Cessi and Jones 2017). The size of this interbasin

transport is approximately proportional to the width of

the nonsinking basin (Jones and Cessi 2016; Cessi and

Jones 2017). In the work presented here, the size of the

interbasin transport is changed by varying the width of

the nonsinking basin (which is to the east of the short

continent).

This paper seeks to understand the pathway of salt

flowing into the north of the sinking basin. Specifically,

wewish to quantify the amount of salt transported by the

MOC’s upper branch versus that transported by the

gyres and to understand how this partition depends on

the flow configuration. Our approach compares two ide-

alized geometries of an ocean-only general circulation

model. Using a pseudostreamfunction for the warm-

route interbasin transport flow (described in section 2),

the domain is broken into a region of open streamlines

and a region of closed streamlines (gyres). In section 3, it

is shown that the salt transport per unit width (p.u.w.)

along open streamlines in the sinking basin is larger in

the configuration with a larger interbasin transport. The

width of the sinking basin also influences the salinity in

the sinking region (section 4). A summary of our results

is provided in section 5.

2. Methods

The numerical model employed is the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology GCM (MITgcm; Marshall et al.

1997a,b), which integrates the hydrostatic, Boussinesq

primitive equations. The domain is a spherical sector,

spanning from 2708 to 708 in latitude and covering

2108 in longitude, with a horizontal resolution of 18. The
domain consists of two idealized basins of different

widths, separated by ‘‘continents’’ one grid point wide

aligned along meridians. At the southern edge, a peri-

odic channel of minimum latitudinal width 17.58 con-
nects the basins, as shown in Figs. 1a and 1b. The bottom

is flat and 4000m deep, except for a sill in the periodic

channel, one grid point wide and 1333m high, located

immediately south of the narrow basin’s western bound-

ary. There are 32 unequally spaced levels in the vertical

direction, ranging from a minimum spacing of 13.6m at

the top to a maximum of 286m at the bottom.

The equation of state is linear, with the buoyancy

described by

b5 g[a
T
T2b

S
(S2 S

ref
)] , (1)

where aT 5 23 10248C21, bS 5 7.43 1024, and Sref 5
35. Salinity is given on the practical salinity scale and

is therefore presented without units. Temperature is in

Celsius.

The model is forced at the surface by zonally uniform

wind stress t, freshwater flux F, and temperature re-

laxation to a profile T*, respectively given by

t5 t
max

[2cos(3pu/140)1 e2u2/s2

] , (2)

F5F
s
[cos(7pu/8Q)2 2e2(u/Q)2/(2s2

F
)]2F

0
, and (3)

T*5T
eq
[cos(pu/140)2 1 0:1e2(u/2Q21)2 ] , (4)

where u is latitude in degrees, tmax5 0.1Nm22, s5 108,
Fs5 23 1028m s21, sF5 0.128,Q5 608, andTeq5 258C
(see Figs. 1c–e). The relaxation time scale for the surface

temperature is 10 days. The freshwater flux is multiplied

by the negative reference salinity2Sref to obtain the salt

flux into the ocean. The constant F0 is chosen so that the

net freshwater flux into the ocean is zero. Thus, the av-

erage salinity of the ocean remains constant at Sref5 35.
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Baroclinic eddies are parameterized using the Gent–

McWilliams advective form (Gent and McWilliams

1990) and the Redi (1982) isopycnal tracer mixing with

equal mixing coefficients set to kiso 5 500m2 s21. The

Gent–McWilliams scheme is implemented using the

boundary value problem framework described by Ferrari

et al. (2010). The Redi tensor changes to horizontal dif-

fusion in regions of weak stratification, as described by

Danabasoglu and McWilliams (1995). The vertical dif-

fusivity is set to 23 1025m2 s21 in the interior, increasing

to 1022m2 s21 at the surface over a depth of 20m to

model the mixed layer. Each simulation was run for at

least 3000 years, until equilibrium was reached.

In this paper, we compare two geometries, both with a

long continent that extends from 708 to252.58 and a short
continent that extends from708 to2218. In the ‘‘standard’’
geometry the short continent is to the east of the narrow

basin, and in the ‘‘exchanged’’ geometry the short conti-

nent is to the east of the wide basin. The exchanged

geometry was initialized with sinking in the basin to the

east of the short continent. Nonetheless, in both configu-

rations sinking occurs in the basin to the west of the short

continent, which, regardless of its width, represents the

Atlantic. The other basin represents the Indo-Pacific. We

choose these geometries because they have the same total

MOC transport but different salinities in the north of the

sinking basin despite longitudinally independent forcing.

As a measure of the overturning circulation, we use

the zonally integrated residual overturning stream-

function (ROC; Wolfe and Cessi 2015), defined as

c(y, ~b)[
1

T

ðT
0

ðLx

0

ð0
2H

yyH[b(x, y, z, t)2 ~b] dz dx dt , (5)

where yy is the Eulerian plus parameterized eddy ve-

locity in the meridional direction, H is the total depth,

Lx is the width of the basin, T is the averaging time scale

(100 yr is chosen here), andH is the Heaviside function.

FIG. 1. The barotropic streamfunction in the geometry of (a) the standard configuration and (b) the exchanged configuration. The gray

lines indicate solid boundaries. The domain is 1408 in latitude, 2108 periodic in longitude, and 4000m deep. The westernmost 208 of the
domain is repeated on the right side of the panels. In both cases, deep water is formed in the basin to the west of the short continent. Also

shown are (c) surface wind stress (Pa), (d) the profile of temperature used for temperature relaxation (8C), and (e) surface freshwater flux

forcing (3108m s21).
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The ROC streamfunction c denotes the zonally in-

tegrated transport of water above b5 ~b.

The zonally averaged thickness-weighted salinity

anomaly [as described in Young (2012)] is defined as

Ŝ(y, ~b)[

1

T

ðT
0

1

L
x

ðLx

0

ð0
2H

(S2 S
ref
)d[b(x, y, z, t)2 ~b]dz dx dt

1

T

ðT
0

1

L
x

ðLx

0

ð0
2H

d[b(x, y, z, t)2 ~b] dz dx dt

. (6)

The quantity Ŝ is zonally averaged at constant buoyancy,

and therefore it can be contoured in the same panel as

the ROC.

In Fig. 2, c (black contours) and Ŝ (filled color con-

tours) are remapped into z coordinates using the zonal-

mean isopycnal height, which is defined as

Z(y, ~b)[2
1

T

ðT
0

1

L
x

ðLx

0

ð0
2H

H[b(x, y, z, t)2 ~b] dz dx dt .

(7)

Because of longitudinal buoyancy gradients, the zonally

averaged remapping in Eq. (7) distorts the vertical ex-

tent of the mixed layer.

The isopycnal bm 5 0.0066ms22 (thick blue lines in

Fig. 2) divides the upper and lower branches of the

circulation: it passes close to the maximum of the ROC

in both geometries. It is well known that heat and salt

transports are defined up to a constant times the mass

transport (Boccaletti et al. 2005). Here we define the

advective component of salt transport as yy(S 2 Sref),

because the volume-averaged salinity below the iso-

pycnal bm is very close to Sref 5 35. This definition

minimizes the advective salt transport below the

isopycnal bm. Below the isopycnal bm, the salinity is

approximately uniform (see Fig. 2); therefore with

this definition almost all advective salt transport oc-

curs above bm.

Because the flow above bm 5 0.0066m s22 is hori-

zontally divergent, it is not possible to describe it with a

streamfunction. Instead, two pseudostreamfunctions of

this flow are defined as

FIG. 2. The zonally averaged thickness-weighted salinity Ŝ (color shading; spacing 0.1) and the ROC c (black contours; spacing 2 Sv), in

the (left) sinking basin and (right) nonsinking basin, of the (top) standard and (bottom) exchanged geometries; c and Ŝ are defined in Eqs.

(5) and (6). Dashed lines represent negative values of c. The vertical black line denotes the end of the continent to the east of the narrow

basin, and the vertical gray line denotes the end of the continent to the east of the wide basin. South of2218, the zonal integral of c is over

the whole width of the domain. The thick blue contour denotes the zonally averaged height of the isopycnal bm 5 0.0066m s22, which

bounds the upper branch of the MOC from below.
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x
u
(x, y)52

1

T

ðT
0

ðy
2L

ð0
z(x,ŷ,bm)

uy(x, ŷ, z, t) dz dŷ dt and

(8)

x
y
(x, y)5

1

T

ðT
0

ðx
0

ð0
z(x,ŷ,bm)

yy(x̂, y, z, t) dz dx̂ dt1 x
0
(y) ,

(9)

where z(x, y, bm) is the depth of isopycnal bm 5
0.0066ms22 and y52L is the southern boundary of the

domain. The function x0 is defined as

x
0
(y)5

(
x
u
(x5 0, y5 y

c
) for y. y

c

x
u
(x5 0, y) for y, y

c

, (10)

where y5 yc is the end of the long continent: this choice

of x0 allows the pseudostreamfunctions to be easily com-

pared. Speich et al. (2001, 2002) use a pseudostreamfunction

similar to xu (integrated above a depth level rather

than a density level) to show the pathways of the warm

route, the cold route, and the Tasman leakage in

realistic-geometry ocean-only models.

Neither pseudostreamfunction describes the two-

dimensional transport above bm completely, but each

pseudostreamfunction characterizes some aspects of the

flow well. Above bm and at the longitude of the short

continent, the transport along open streamlines of xu is

equivalent to the net zonal transport. Hence, xu more

accurately describes the warm-route interbasin trans-

port (Fig. 3). The residual transport along open stream-

lines of xy is equivalent to the net meridional transport

above bm at the southern edge of the sinking basin

(2218), which is itself equal to the warm-route inter-

basin transport plus the Ekman minus eddy transport

into the sinking basin. Hence, xy more accurately de-

scribes the warm-route interbasin flow plus the Ekman

minus eddy transport into the sinking basin (Fig. 4).

3. Components of salt transport

The top panel of Fig. 5 shows the salinity anomaly,

vertically and zonally averaged above bm 5 0.0066ms22.

The ‘‘sinking region’’ is defined as the band of latitudes

where the zonally integrated diapycnal velocity is nega-

tive and larger in magnitude than 5m2 s21. This region

lies between 598 and 668 in the standard geometry and

about 28 farther south in the exchanged geometry (see

yellow and gray boxes in the top panel of Fig. 5).

In the sinking region, the zonally averaged salinity

anomaly is higher for the standard geometry (see the red

lines in the yellow and gray boxes in the top panel of Fig. 5),

despite similar ROC transports in the Northern Hemi-

sphere (see the red lines in the bottom panel of Fig. 5).

Between the equator and 508, the zonally averaged sa-

linity anomaly is higher for the exchanged geometry (see

the red lines in the top panel of Fig. 5). Here, we will

address how the components of salt transport produce the

zonally averaged salinity distribution.

The difference in salinity between the two configura-

tions can also be observed in the zonally averaged

thickness-weighted salinity Ŝ. In the sinking region, the

salinity difference between configurations is very sur-

face intensified (see the color contours north of 508 in
the top left and bottom left panels of Fig. 2), and north of

608 the ROC streamfunction is much larger near the

surface of the standard case (see the black contours in

the top left and bottom left panels of Fig. 2). South of 508
in the sinking basin, the difference appears to be spread

over the whole depth above bm (see the color contours in

the top left and bottom left panels of Fig. 2). However, at

least some of the salinity difference at depth is caused by

the deeper subtropical gyre in the sinking basin of the

exchanged case, which is simply due to basin width and

does not indicate any differences in the depth-integrated

meridional salt transport p.u.w above bm.

FIG. 3. Salinity anomaly, referenced to 35, vertically averaged

above surface bm5 0.0066 m s22 (color shading) and contours of

pseudostreamfunction xu, as defined in Eq. (8) (black contours),

for (top) the standard geometry and (bottom) the exchanged

geometry. The thick black contours bound the region of open

streamlines. These streamlines represent the warm-route in-

terbasin flow. The transport along open streamlines is 12.7 Sv in

the standard geometry and 6.4 Sv in the exchanged geometry.

The isopycnal bm 5 0.0066 m s22 outcrops in the white area. The

westernmost 208 of the domain is repeated on the right side of

the panels.
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We divide the contours of xu and xy into open

streamlines and closed streamlines, a partition that is

often performed on 2D flows (see Childress and Gilbert

2008, ch. 5). For xu, so-called open streamlines are

contours beginning in the nonsinking basin and ending

in the sinking basin: these contours characterize the

warm-route interbasin transport above bm. The residual

transport along these streamlines is 12.7 Sv (1 Sv [
106m3 s21) for the standard geometry and 6.4 Sv for the

exchanged geometry. As described inAllison (2009) and

Jones and Cessi (2016), conservation of buoyancy re-

quires that the interbasin transport is equal to the Ekman

minus eddy transport into the nonsinking basin plus the

diapycnal upwelling in that basin. Because the Ekman,

eddy, and diapycnal transport per unit width are ap-

proximately fixed, the strength of the interbasin trans-

port is approximately proportional to the width of the

nonsinking basin. The thick black lines in Fig. 3 bound

the region of open streamlines of xu.

For xy, open streamlines are contours beginning in

the Southern Hemisphere of the sinking basin, in the

channel, or in the nonsinking basin and ending in the

Northern Hemisphere of the sinking basin: these con-

tours characterize the residual transport of the warm-

route interbasin flow plus channel upwelling. The

residual transport along these streamlines is 17.3Sv for

the standard geometry and 15Sv for the exchanged ge-

ometry. The thick black lines in Fig. 4 bound the region of

open streamlines of xy. Both descriptions show that all of

the interbasin exchange occurs through the warm route.

To characterize the salt pathway into the north of the

sinking basin, the total meridional salt transport above

bm, or Gtot, is decomposed into the following compo-

nents: 1) the meridional advective transport in the area

of open streamlines Aopen, 2) the meridional diffusive

transport in the area of open streamlines Dopen, 3) the

FIG. 5. (top) Salinity anomaly, referenced to 35, depth and

zonally averaged above bm 5 0.0066m s22 and across each basin,

and (bottom) the residual transport above bm 5 0.0066m s22 in

each basin. South of 2218, the zonal integral is taken across all

longitudes. The yellow shading indicates the sinking region for the

standard geometry, and the gray shading indicates the sinking re-

gion for the exchanged geometry. The black vertical line denotes

the end of the short continent.

FIG. 4. Salinity anomaly, referenced to 35, vertically averaged

above surface bm 5 0.0066m s22 (color shading) and contours of

pseudostreamfunction xy, as defined in Eq. (9) (black contours) for

(top) the standard geometry and (bottom) the exchanged geome-

try. The thick black contours bound the region of open stream-

lines. These streamlines represent the warm-route interbasin

transport plus channel upwelling. The residual transport along

open streamlines is 17.3 Sv in the standard geometry and 15 Sv in

the exchanged geometry. The isopycnal bm 5 0.0066m s22 out-

crops in the white area. The westernmost 208 of the domain is re-

peated on the right side of the panels.
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meridional advective transport in the area of closed

streamlines Aclosed, and 4) the meridional diffusive

transport in the area of closed streamlines Dclosed. In

summary we have

G
tot
(y)5A

open
(y)1D

open
(y)1A

closed
(y)1D

closed
(y) ,

(11)

where

A
open

(y)5

ðxe
xw

1

T

ðT
0

ð0
z(bm)

yy(S2 S
ref
) dz dt dx , (12)

D
open

(y)5

ðxe
xw

1

T

ðT
0

ð0
z(bm)

k
iso

 
S
y
2
b
y

b
z

S
z

!
dz dt dx ,

(13)

A
closed

(y)5

ðxe
xw

1

T

ðT
0

ð0
z(bm)

yy(S2 S
ref
) dz dt dx

2A
open

, (14)

D
closed

(y)5

ðxe
xw

1

T

ðT
0

ð0
z(bm)

k
iso

 
S
y
2

b
y

b
z

S
z

!
dz dt dx

2D
open

, (15)

xw,e are the westernmost and easternmost open stream-

lines, xw,e are the western and eastern sides of the sinking

basin, and kiso is the Redi coefficient.

The total salt transport p.u.w. above bm, denoted by

Gtot/Ln,w, is more relevant than Gtot for determining

the salinity in the north of the sinking basin.North of2218,
Ln,w(y) are the width of the narrow and wide basins re-

spectively. South of2218,Ln,w(y) are equal to the width of

the domain. The total salt transport p.u.w. above bm is

plotted for each basin of both configurations in Fig. 6a. In

the sinking basin the salt transport p.u.w. is larger in the

standard geometry than in the exchanged geometry (see

the red lines north of 2218 in Fig. 6a). North of 408, the
difference between configurationswidens (see the red lines

at 508 in Fig. 6a). In the exchanged case, the lower salt

transport p.u.w. reduces the salinity of the sinking region

and increases the salinity at midlatitudes (see the red lines

in the top panel of Fig. 5).

The black line in Fig. 6a represents the total salt

transport p.u.w by the whole water column: in equilib-

rium this transport is determined by the surface fresh-

water flux. Extra northward salt transport in the upper

branch of the MOC is balanced by extra southward salt

transport in the lower branch, so in the sinking basin the

southward salt transport below bm is larger in the stan-

dard geometry (not shown).

FIG. 6. (a) Total salt transport, vertically integrated over the

whole water column (black curve) and vertically integrated above

bm 5 0.0066m s22 (red and blue curves), zonally averaged across

each basin north of 2218; south of 2218, the zonal integral is

taken across all longitudes. (b) The advective salt transport for xu
(black curves) and the salt transport for streamlines of xu (green

curves) in the sinking basin north of2218 (normalized by the basin

width for ease of comparison) and in the whole domain south of

2218 (normalized by the domain width for ease of comparison).

(c) The advective salt transport for streamlines of xy (black curves)

and the salt transport for xy (green curves), in the sinking basin

north of 2218 (normalized by the basin width for ease of compar-

ison) and in the whole domain south of 2218 (normalized by the

domain width for ease of comparison). The quantities are defined

in Eqs. (11)–(15). Here, Ln(y) denotes the width of the narrow

basin for y $ yc and the width of the domain for y , yc; Lw(y)

denotes the width of the wide basin for y$ yc and the width of the

domain for y , yc.
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In the nonsinking basin the salt transport p.u.w. in the

upper branch is independent of geometry (see the blue

lines in Fig. 6a) and very similar to the salt transport p.u.w.

in the whole water column (see the black line in Fig. 6a).

This leads to similar salinities in the nonsinking basin of

both geometries (see the blue lines in the top panel of

Fig. 5).Henceforthwewill focus on the salt transport in the

sinking basin, which is different between configurations.

Figure 6b shows the meridional advective salt trans-

port in the area of open streamlines of xu, Aopen/Ln,w,

(black lines) and the meridional salt transport in the

area of closed streamlines of xu, (Aclosed 1 Dclosed)/Ln,w

(green lines) in the sinking basin, both normalized by

basin width for ease of comparison. Figure 6c shows the

same salt transports, but for streamlines of xy. The

diffusive component in the area of open streamlines

(Dopen) is not shown because it is negligible. Because

the streamlines of xu and xy are depth and time av-

eraged, salt can be advected across them by the

baroclinic component of the flow if the velocity and

salinity are correlated in the vertical direction.1 The

meridional salt transport in the area of open streamlines

is well approximatedwith themeridional salt transport by

the vertically and zonally integrated velocity above bm in

the region of open streamlines (see the appendix for

details).

At most latitudes north of 2218, the salt transport

p.u.w. in the area of open streamlines, Aopen/Ln,w, is

larger in the standard case than in the exchanged case

for both xu and xy (see the black lines in Figs. 6b,c).

This indicates that in the standard configuration the

higher total salt transport p.u.w. is effected by the

larger warm-route interbasin transport (the difference

between the red lines in Fig. 6a is similar to the dif-

ference between the black lines in Fig. 6b). The larger

salt transport p.u.w. north of 2218 increases the verti-

cally and zonally averaged salinity above bm north of

608 (see the red lines in the top panel of Fig. 5). Thus,

it is likely that strengthening the warm-route trans-

port would increase the salinity in the north of the

sinking basin.

In the narrow basin’s subtropical gyre western bound-

ary current, salinity is approximately independent of

latitude. Hence,Aopen is approximately constant between

188 and 458 for both xu and xy. In this region Ln,w de-

creases with latitude, soAopen/Ln,w increases with latitude

(black lines in Figs. 6b,c). The zero crossings of (Aclosed1
Dclosed)/Ln,w occur at the northern and southern edge of

each gyre, where the salt transport is all performed

by the open streamlines because the area of closed

streamlines is very narrow (green lines in Figs. 6b,c).

In the basins, the Ekman transport is returned in a

western boundary current, so it is part of the closed-

streamline residual transport. The salt transport in the

area of closed streamlines appears to be dominated by

the Ekman transport of salt. This transport carries salt

away from regions of high evaporation (e.g., the peak

evaporation minus precipitation at about 208) and into

areas of high precipitation (green lines in Figs. 6b,c). The

Ekman transport p.u.w., and hence the salt transport

p.u.w. in the area of closed streamlines, is very similar

between geometries (see the green lines in Figs. 6b,c).

4. Causes of larger northward salt transport in the
standard case

At2218 in the sinking basin, there is a larger northward
salt transport in the standard geometry than in the ex-

changed geometry (see the red lines in Fig. 6a). In the

nonsinking basin, the southward residual transport be-

tween open streamlines is larger in the standard geometry

than in the exchanged geometry (cf. open streamlines in

the top and bottom panels of Figs. 3 and 4). Hence, in the

nonsinking basin, more salt is advected southward in the

standard geometry, increasing the salinity directly south of

the short continent (not shown). This higher salinity south

of the short continent is advected into the sinking basin by

the flow along open streamlines, causing a larger north-

ward salt transport at 2218.
In addition, for the exchanged case, there is a drop in

the northward salt transport p.u.w. in the sinking basin,

going from 408 to 508. This drop is less prominent

in the standard case (see the red lines in Fig. 6a). For

pseudostreamfunction xy,
2 the open-streamline salt

transport p.u.w. in the exchanged configuration also

shows this drop (see the black lines in Fig. 6c). The

aim of this section is to understand why the salt transport

p.u.w decreases between 408 and 508 in the exchanged

configuration: in this latitude band, salt must be lost

from the region of open streamlines more efficiently

than in the standard configuration.

The following budget describes the components of the

flow into and out of the area of open streamlines be-

tween 408 and 508 (outlined in green in Fig. 7), depth

integrated above bm. The black dashed lines in Fig. 7 rep-

resent the easternmost and westernmost open streamlines.

1 If the flow were entirely barotropic (i.e., 2D) above bm, the

advective transport across a closed streamline would be zero.

2 The results in this section are for pseudostreamfunction xy.

Using the pseudostreamfunction xu gives the same qualitative

differences between the standard configuration and the exchanged

configuration.
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Assuming the model is in a steady state, conservation of

salt in each region gives

F
no
1D

no
2C

out
1C

in
1A

open
(408)2A

open
(508)5 0,

(16)

where F no is the area-integrated salt transport at the

surface, Dno is the area-integrated diapycnal salt trans-

port across bm, Cin is the salt transport into the region

across the easternmost open streamline and Cout is the

salt transport out of the region across the westernmost

open streamline. Area integrals are over the region of

open streamlines between 408 and 508. Table 1 gives the
value of each term in both configurations. All salt

transports are normalized by the basin width at 408 for
ease of comparison.

In the standard case, the cross-streamline salt trans-

ports Cin and Cout, the area-integrated surface salt flux

F no, and the area-integrated diapycnal flux Dno are all

an order of magnitude smaller than the along-streamline

salt transport as measured by Aopen. Therefore the ad-

vective salt transports at 408 and 508 are very similar

(solid black line in Fig. 6c). In the exchanged case, the

salt transport across the easternmost open streamline,

Cin, is more negative, andAopen(508)’Aopen(408)1Cin.

The meridional salt transport along open streamlines in

the exchanged case is smaller at 508 (dashed black line in
Fig. 6c) because some salt is transported southward into

the subtropical gyre.

The salt transport across the easternmost open stream-

line Cin is dominated by southward advection of salt in

the Ekman layer. In the exchanged case, the eastern-

most open streamline turns eastward at a lower latitude

than in the standard case (cf. the thick black contour

marked 40.8 in the top panel of Fig. 4 with the thick

black contourmarked 48.3 in the bottom panel of Fig. 4).

The subpolar gyre western boundary current, which is

stronger in a wider basin (Jones and Cessi 2017), forces

the open streamlines to turn away from the boundary

earlier in the exchanged case. Between 408 and 508, the
Ekman transport is southward, perpendicular to the

easternmost open streamline in the exchanged configu-

ration (thick black contour marked 248.3 in the bottom

panel of Fig. 4), but not in the standard configuration

(thick black contour marked 240.8 in the top panel of

Fig. 4). Thus, between 408 and 508, the southward cross-

streamline Ekman transport of salt is smaller in the

standard configuration.

The normalized cross-streamline salt transport

Cin/Lw(408) freshens the open-streamline flow between

408 and 508 in the sinking basin of the exchanged con-

figuration, reducing the northward along-streamline salt

transport. This intensifies the gradients of zonally aver-

aged salinity above bm (as shown by the red dashed line

in the top panel of Fig. 5). North of 608, the fresher

surface in the sinking basin of the exchanged case pushes

the ROC streamfunction below about 200-m depth

(black contours in the bottom left panel of Fig. 2).

5. Summary and discussion

In this paper, we study the transport of salt in an

idealized global ocean model consisting of two basins

of different widths connected by a re-entrant channel.

TABLE 1. Salt transport budget for the open streamline region of

streamfunction xy between 408 and 508 in the sinking basin. Figure 7
shows a schematic of this region. The salt transports are normalized

by the basin width at 408: Ln,w(408).

Parameter

Standard case

(m2 s21)

Exchanged

case (m2 s21)

Cout/Ln,w(408) 0.0090 0.032

F no/Ln,w(408) 20.013 20.038

Dno/Ln,w(408) 0.018 20.022

Cin/Ln,w(408) 0.044 20.23

Aopen(408)/Ln,w(408) 0.84 0.61

Aopen(508)/Ln,w(408) 0.80 0.29

FIG. 7. Schematic of salt transport into the region of open

streamlines between 408 and 508. The solid gray lines represent

the boundaries of the domain, and the black dotted lines represent

the easternmost and westernmost open streamlines; Cin is the

horizontal cross-streamline salt transport above the isopycnal bm
into the region of open streamlines (the area bounded by green

lines) from the south, F no is the salt transport into the region

of open streamlines at the surface, Dno is the diapycnal salt trans-

port across bm into the region of open streamlines, Cout is the

horizontal cross-streamline salt transport above the isopycnal bm
out of the region of open streamlines into the north, and Aopen is

the meridional salt transport in the region of open streamlines.
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We compare two versions of this model, one with the

short continent to the east of the narrow basin (the

standard geometry) and one with the short continent to

the east of the wide basin (the exchanged geometry).

Deepwater is formed in the basin to the west of the short

continent in both configurations. The interbasin trans-

port flows westward south of the short continent

(through the warm route) and it has twice the strength in

the standard geometry as in the exchanged geometry.

We define two different pseudostreamfunctions: one in

which the open streamlines represent the warm-route

interbasin transport and one in which the open stream-

lines represent the warm-route interbasin transport plus

the channel upwelling. Neither of these transport repre-

sentations shows a cold route pathway. We divide the

salt transport entering the sinking basin above a mid-

depth isopycnal into the salt transport by flow along

open streamlines and the salt transport in the area of

closed streamlines. This method gives an approximation

of the net salt transport between basins. The salt trans-

port between basins is otherwise difficult to obtain, be-

cause it is difficult to separate the interbasin exchange

flow (which is on the order of 5 Sv) from theACC (which

is on the order of 40 Sv above bm).

In the sinking basin, the northward salt transport per

unit width is larger in the standard configuration than in

the exchanged configuration. In the standard configu-

ration, the warm-route interbasin transport carries salt

southward more efficiently in the nonsinking basin and

northward more efficiently in the sinking basin, leading

to higher salinity in the north of the sinking basin. In the

exchanged configuration, the wider sinking basin leads

to a larger salt transport out of the region of open

streamlines at about 408, consistent with Jones and Cessi

(2017). This salt transport out of the region of open

streamlines also reduces salinity in the north of the

sinking basin in the exchanged case.

This study suggests that the total salt transport from

the Indo-Pacific to the Atlantic is primarily effected by

the interbasin exchange associated with the ITF and the

Tasman leakage, rather than by the gyral flow. In-

creasing the interbasin transport is likely effective at

raising the salinity of the North Atlantic. Higher salinity

could act to stabilize theMOC, which is enabled by high

surface densities in the North Atlantic. The strength

of the Agulhas leakage, which is fed by the ITF and

Tasman leakage, responds to upstream conditions (van

Sebille et al. 2009) and to changes in the Southern

Hemisphere westerlies (Gordon 1986; Biastoch et al.

2009). If variations in the strength of the Agulhas leak-

age are associated with variations in salt (and heat)

transport, theymay driveMOCvariability. In particular,

climate models predict that Southern Hemisphere

westerlies will move southward and intensify over the next

century, leading to an increase in the Agulhas leakage on

decadal time scales (Biastoch and Böning 2013), and to

larger northward salt transport by the warm route.
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APPENDIX

Salt Advection by the Velocity, Vertically Integrated
above bm and Zonally Integrated in the Area of

Open Streamlines

In this paper, we assume that the vertically and zonally

averaged salt transport in the area of open streamlines

Aopen is approximately equal to the vertically and zon-

ally averaged salt transport by the vertically and zonally

integrated along-streamline flow. This is equivalent to

assuming that the salt transport by the vertically and

zonally integrated flow above bm in the area of open

streamlines is much larger than the salt transport by the

baroclinic component of the flow above bm, or by zonal

variations of the depth-averaged velocity in this area. To

confirm our assumption, we decomposeAopen into 1) the

salt advection by the vertically and zonally averaged

meridional velocity above bm between open streamlines

and 2) a residual due to correlations between salinity and

velocity in the vertical and zonal directions. This gives

A
open

(y)5X
open

(y)S
open

(y)1A(res)
open(y) (A1)

5

"ðxe
xw

ð0
z(bm)

yy dz dx

#266664

ðxe
xw

ð0
z(bm)

(S2S
ref
) dz dx

ðxe
xw

ð0
z(bm)

dz dx

3
77775

1A(res)
open , (A2)

where Xopen is the meridional residual transport along

open streamlines above bm, Sopen is the zonally and

vertically averaged salinity in the area of open stream-

lines above bm, and A(res)
open is the remaining meridional

salt transport in the area of open streamlines above bm.

The salt transport, XopenSopen, normalized by the ba-

sin width, is shown in Fig. A1. North of2218, most of the

salt advection p.u.w. in the region of open streamlines
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Aopen is explained by the vertically and zonally averaged

meridional velocity above bm and between open stream-

lines XopenSopen (cf. black and pink lines in Fig. A1). The

salt transport in the region of open streamlines Aopen is

well approximated with the meridional advection by the

vertically and zonally integrated velocity in that region.

Variations in Sopen dominate the term XopenSopen.

At 2218, Sopen is larger in the standard geometry, pro-

ducing greater advective salt transport Aopen(2218) in

the standard geometry.
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